An introduction to Malawi
Discover one of Africa’s hidden gems

The impressive Mount Mulanje in the background, one of the tea estates in front

This May, our journalist Jonathan got invited to the beautiful but relatively unknown
African country of Malawi. He spent three weeks traveling around taking pictures
for the Malawi Tourism Consortium and visited a lot of mesmerising places. Some
call Malawi “the warm heart of Africa” and that turned out to be completely true –
wonderful country with wonderful people. Let’s go for an adventure shall we?
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A local preparing for a night of fishing on Lake Malawi

Clockwise from the top left: local village kids, the pool at Fisherman’s rest
and one of their employees finishing an ecological stove

Local women posing with the water pump in a village close to Fisherman’s Rest

S

ometimes, I feel like I’m a very lucky man. One of
these times was this May, when I boarded the
Ethiopian Airlines flight that would take me to the
Southern Malawian city of Blantyre. I would be in the
country for three weeks, traveling through the most
beautiful regions and sites, just to make pictures
for the Malawi Tourism Consortium. They needed
to update their image library, their people called my
people and that was that. It’s a dirty job, but someone’s
got to do it, right?
I love traveling to Africa. Every single one of my trips to
the continent was exceptional. I’ve discovered cultures
I knew next to nothing about, I’ve driven through
otherworldly landscapes you can see nowhere else
and I’ve been eye to eye with wildlife that could easily
have trampled me if it really wanted to. It’s always an
adventure. Sadly, when I started boasting to everyone
about going to Malawi, most people had no idea where

it was. A fairly unknown destination so it seemed, and
that became even more apparent on arrival. My flight
landed in one of the tiniest airports I had ever been in,
and most of the plane was filled with home comers,
volunteers and modern-day missionaries. Not a lot of
tourists, at first glance. This felt weirder and weirder to
me as the days progressed, because the country truly
has a lot of unique assets.
First of all it’s safe and stable, and English is widely
spoken. Most people you’ll meet are exceptionally
friendly, and for a relatively small country it has a
surprising number of completely different landscapes
to explore. Wildlife parks are available in all shapes and
sizes, and in recent years they’ve (finally) been expertly
managed. And of course there’s the lake. Lake Malawi
is the one thing that raises the whole country from a
fun destination to a completely unique experience. It’s
basically incomparable to any other location on the

planet – a true (aquatic) Garden of Eden. During my
stay they sent me to a whole collection of great lodges
and hotels (yes, these people need pictures too). I’ll give
you an overview as I talk about the different regions I
visited, so you can start considering the country as a
potential destination for groups as well.

Community projects galore
My first two days in Malawi were spent at Fisherman’s
Rest: a lovely forested domain south of Blantyre,
where you can lodge with a group. The owner is
Wiktor Chichlowski – a Polish Brit who emigrated
in the late nineties and currently does more for the
local populace than the actual government. A lot of
community projects are carried out here. Together with
the locals, he’s building classrooms, libraries, modern
water pumps and ecological cooking fires. Trees are
being planted, girls are encouraged to stay in school
(by providing them with reusable sanitary pads et

cetera) and more than 100 people are now directly
employed by Fisherman’s Rest in one way or another.
Rural villages that stayed completely isolated in earlier
days, now have access to education, employment,
clean water and interaction with others. Wiktor has
a knack for attracting big foreign donors and getting
them involved on the spot, making a big difference in
the region. Much more is needed though. Malawi is –
especially on the countryside – a very poor country.
More of these kinds of community driven projects in
conjuncture with sustainable tourism are necessary to
raise the average living standard to a more acceptable
level.
The domain itself is great for small company groups.
Several different venues are available, ranging from an
old country house on a hill to forest lodges and even
some rebuilt rural huts if you’re feeling adventurous.
Nothing is especially luxurious, but everything is cosy

The group in front of the famous St. Basil’s Cathedral.

Practical information on Malawi
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and in the middle of nature. Daytrips to the nearby
national parks and lakes can be organised, and you’re
free to lend a hand to as many of the projects as you
like – there are a lot. In short, this is a fantastic place
to start your acquaintance with Malawi. It will put you
right in the middle of the “real world”. Check out the
website for an overview of the accommodation and the
projects: www.fishermansrest.net.

Luxurious safaris
A large part of my time in Malawi was spent in two
of the country’s major safari parks. Majete Wildlife
Reserve is a hilly park close to Blantyre, primarily
covered in thick African Bush. Liwonde National Park
can be found a little more up north and has more open
plains and wetlands – photogenically spread out along
the lazy Shire River. These days, both parks are full of
life, but the fact you can go for a safari here today is
half a miracle. Before Majete was taken over by the
renowned African Parks, the whole area was stripped
bare by poachers. You wouldn’t find more than the
occasional lonely baboon here. A lot of poaching was
going on in Liwonde as well, and the elephants that
didn’t get shot ate the local crops because there wasn’t
any fence around the park.

Since the takeovers, a lot has changed. Both parks are
fully fenced and well protected by trained rangers now.
A myriad of species were released and their numbers
are growing – they actually have to move them to
other parks now to keep the natural balance. Hundreds
of elephants can be found in both reserves, lions and
cheetahs were recently reintroduced, as were cape
buffaloes, black rhinos and a whole lot of antelopes.
Life in and around the river is doing even better.
Liwonde alone is home to at least 2,000 hippos and
huge numbers of massive crocs, and the whole park is
a paradise for bird lovers.
What makes everything even better is that you’ll barely
see any other tourists during the drives. No ten jeeps
standing around the same annoyed lion in Malawi: it
will be mostly you and your driver. Most lodges you’ll
find here are very fancy but small-scale. Let’s go over
the main ones.
Mkulumadzi is a luxurious lodge in Majete run by Robin
Pope Safaris. It comes with eight separate rooms
and a pool. Built along a rocky beach along the Shire
River, it can only be reached by crossing a very long
suspension bridge – try not to fall in the water. It offers

BBT Online flew to Malawi from Brussels Airport
with Ethiopian Airlines, with a stopover in Addis
Ababa. Ethiopian offers daily Boeing 787 flights
from Brussels to Lilongwe. Rates are approximately €850 in low season and €950 in high season. Ethiopian has an extensive network of flights
to travel to the rest of Africa as well.
www.ethiopianairlines.com

While in the country, Jonathan was supported
logistically by Live to Travel – the Belgian specialist for every trip to Malawi, for both budget
adventures and luxurious round trips. Enjoy a
sneak peek of what they offer on their website:
www.livetotravel.be.
Belgians traveling to Malawi can buy a visa on arrival at the airport. No need to go to the embassy.
Malawi is a tropical country, which of course
comes with a certain risk. Visit your doctor or the
Tropical Institute well before you go, to get or
update all of your shots. Malaria pills are a must
all year round, as is good insect repellent.
For more info on everything you want to know
about Malawi, visit www.malawitourism.com.
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great and plentiful food, both day and night drives and
awesome sunset cruises. If you’re feeling particularly
romantic or adventurous, you can sleep on a star deck
king sized bed in the middle of the park and enjoy the
night sky. Don’t let the hyenas get you though.
Mvuu Lodge is a fantastic camp in Liwonde, with eight
luxury tents looking out over some wetlands next to
the Shire. The tents are great and you’ll see a whole
zoo pass by just seated on your terrace. The restaurant
is cosy as well and the sunset cruises offered here are
amazing. Mvuu Camp is a slightly less luxurious (but
still great) camp just around the corner. You’ll have
more beds and a bigger restaurant here. There’s also a
self-catering camping site if you want to go basic.
Kuthengo Camp is brand new luxury lodge in Liwonde,
also run by Robin Pope Safaris. It only has four tents,
but they’re superb, very spacious and right next to
the river. If you’re looking for a quiet place to stay this
is it. Everything is completely open. The hippos and
elephants pass right by your bed, so to speak.

The most peaceful place in Malawi
The Zomba Plateau – named for the nearby city – is
another one of Malawi’s unique landscapes. On top
you’ll find beautiful grasslands perfect for horseback
riding and dizzying cliffs allowing for views over what
seems like half the country, but somewhere halfway

up the plateau – only accessible by a bumpy dirt road
– lies the Zomba Forest Lodge: one of my favourite
places in Malawi. It’s a colourful old house with just
four basic bedrooms, and it’s run by Tom and Petal:
a nice and very British couple. There is no electricity
available, which means the nights are darker than the
black hole in my soul and everything is lit with candles
and solar powered lanterns. On a clear night, you can
see the entire Milky Way pass over the roof.
This place might not be very suitable for MICE groups,
but the food is the best in Malawi and in the eight
hectares of protected forest around the property,
hundreds of dazzling little bee-eater birds fly from
flower to flower. Spending a few days here in a
hammock with a gin & tonic on your belly, is a form of
therapy the world’s best psychiatrist couldn’t prescribe.
No means of connecting to the outside world means no
worries about it either. Definitely worth a try.

Golfing with wildebeest
An avid golfer but always thinking the game would be
more exciting if there were a couple of wild animals
roaming the green? Say no more. Game Haven Lodge,
close to Blantyre, offers one of the world’s most unique
golf courses. Here, you can tee off surrounded by
whole herds of zebra, impala, stupid wildebeest and
even a couple of giraffes if you can find them. Done
with golfing? Have a nice dinner on the restaurant’s
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terrace and watch gigantic elands nibble the grass
nearby. Game Haven is the closest thing to an actual
standard hotel I’ve visited in Malawi and is thus the
best prepared for groups. It has a large restaurant that
can seat a lot of people, and offers a couple of meeting
rooms as well. The biggest space available is the
nearby country club, which can seat 75 people inside.
While you’re here, there’s a couple of unique visits to
arrange in the surrounding area. Malawi’s fantastic
tea estates are not far (tea is one of the country’s
main export products), and the impressive Mount
Mulanje is only an hour or so away and can be climbed
or hiked. It’s a bigger and more impressive version of
Cape Town’s Table Mountain, and it’s surrounded by
beautiful green tea fields. There are some cabins for
rent on top to spend the night in.

The Magic of Lake Malawi
Lake Malawi is about the size of Belgium. It’s not
the largest or deepest lake in Africa, but there’s one
thing making it completely unique. There are more
different species of fish in this lake than on the entire

American and European continent combined. Most
of the 850 species that were already discovered are
cichlids. These are smallish fish in all sorts of bright
colours that protect their young by stuffing them into
their mouths. Think about that for a second, before
giving your sweet old mom a kiss. Jump off the boat in
the right spot and you’ll swim through whole schools
of dozens of different species: a snorkelling experience
you will find nowhere else in fresh water.
The lake is so large that in some areas it’s difficult to
see the shoreline, and on windy days the waves can
be surprisingly high. You’ll see everything from white
sandy beaches to deserted islands and lush jungles full
of ugly baboons. Every sunset is a painting and every
evening a fleet of local fishermen will go on the lake to
spend the night there in self-made canoes. The starry
sky then appears to be mirrored in the water by the
lamps they take to brighten the surrounding darkness.
A very romantic sight to enjoy indeed, were it not for
the little flies that pop up everywhere at night. Not
even paradise is perfect. These resorts though, are.
Let’s have a look at them.

Pumulani is a fantastic lodge with truly gigantic
rooms built on a hillside in Lake Malawi National Park
looking out over the water. It comes with an outside
restaurant, a large pool and a nice beach with a bar
on the lakeside. Lots of activities can be booked here:
sunset cruises, feeding the wild fish eagles and of
course diving and snorkelling. You’ll see tons of cichlids
during your stay here.
Mumbo Island is the closest thing to the Blue Lagoon
movie you’ll find anywhere. It’s a small island in the
lake with no electricity and it’s completely sustainable,
even the toilets. Five romantic huts are installed on a
separate little rocky island apart from the main one,
only accessible by a wooden bridge. This is another
absolute bird paradise, but there’s also two meter
monitor lizards to enjoy (don’t worry, they’re harmless).
There are some great diving sides close to the island.
Domwe Island is a bit closer to the mainland and
it’s owned by the same company. It’s basically a less
luxurious, more self-catering version of Mumbo.
Blue Zebra Island Lodge is another great lodge on
Nankoma Island. This one feels a bit more like an actual

hotel and it caters to somewhat larger groups a bit
easier as there are more beds, a large restaurant and
a meeting room. The island itself is ovely and offers
a couple of interesting hiking routes along massive
baobabs and 1,000 year old fig trees.
Being able to visit Malawi was an absolute blast. It’s
a beautiful and wide open country that deserves a lot
more love than it gets. Having travelled through and
experiencing a lot of its assets – and this is without
even setting foot in the highlands of the North – it’s a
complete mystery to me why it doesn’t get the tourist
numbers of neighbouring countries like Tanzania and
Zambia. The sites are there, the wildlife is back, the
fantastic natural resources were always available, and
the people are some of the friendliest you’ll ever meet.
Hopefully the next decade will be one where Malawi
develops into an interesting and upcoming destination
for both tourists and incentive groups. It truly deserves
it.

Published on www.bbtonline.eu in September
2019. Like our reports? Like our Facebook Page as
well!

Clockwise from the top left: an eagle catching a fish around Pumulani, a gigantic living room at the same resort, snorkeling around Mumbo
Island and the bridge to the little rocky island where the huts are, also at Mumbo

Clockwise from the top left:: a buffalo thinking of charging our car at Liwonde, a 1,000 year old fig tree at Blue Zebra Island Lodge, a viewpoint over the lake on Domwe Island and a fisherman posing for my picture

